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Three changes in the business environment mean that a new type of data governance is 

needed. Data science algorithms, big data management automation capabilities, and new 

regulatory compliance requirements are driving the need for data that is better governed and 

trusted. A next generation approach to data governance called Data Governance Light can help 

efficiently produce increased trust in data – empowering companies to maximize their 

competitive advantage through analytics.  

The Impact of Data Science 

Data scientists are some of the most expensive and hard to find resources and businesses are 

hiring increasing numbers of them as they help to address greater and broader analytic 

opportunities. Yet, data scientists spend more than 60% of their time “wrangling” data.1 That 

means they spend excessive time finding, understanding, selecting, uploading, and integrating 

data, while simultaneously addressing data quality issues.  

Data science has become the heart of the of many of the new applications being created now; 

software-as-a-service and cloud applications with data science embedded in them are growing 

their presence in the market (e.g., Salesforce Einstein, Azure Machine Learning, Amazon Web 

Services Artificial Intelligence Tools).2  Data important to these new applications are often 

sourced from both inside and outside the corporate firewall. Big data and unstructured data 

types require new techniques of governance delivered through built-for-purpose technology. 

Data provenance/lineage is now critical to the determination of degrees of trust people and 

applications can put into different data sets.3 The understanding and quality of the data has a 

direct impact on the precision and accuracy of the outputs of algorithms and models. 

 
1 https://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2016/03/23/data-preparation-most-time-consuming-least-enjoyable-data-science-task-
survey-says/#4bf7ad7e6f63 
2 Common Machine Learning applications in business; https://www.datascience.com/blog/common-machine-learning-business-
applications; AI for Everyone: Introducing Salesforce Einstein: https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2016/09/introducing-salesforce-
einstein.html 
3 The Importance of Data Lineage: https://bigdataanalyticsnews.com/importance-of-data-lineage/ 
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Next-generation data governance must play a role in helping reduce data wrangling time spent 

by data scientists dividing and managing large diverse data sets and should focus on leveraging 

new technologies built for this purpose. 

The Impact of Big Data 

Soon, there will not be a need to call it “big data.” It will just be modern data management 

governed by next-generation data governance. Big data solutions have automated data 

management processes that would have overwhelmed traditional methods4  

Case Study: High Tech Company Data Science Needs Data Governance for Success 

A large high-tech company sought to increase sales and improve the productivity of its sales teams 

in the field but was stymied by lack of insight into which commercial customers were most likely to 

buy which of its products. This led to untargeted sales efforts on $40 billion worth of annual revenue.  

Unify Consulting provided data scientists who developed an algorithm that both predicted the 

likelihood of purchase, and informed sales professionals with insights as to why customers were 

likely purchasers. Challenges for the data scientists lay in both quickly understanding the data and in 

data quality. Initial results failed to provide the expected predictive power due to lack of data and an 

inordinate amount of data research, which extending development timeframes. Unify developed both 

a data governance framework and a data catalog that helped to expose attributes and their 

definitions and context (through metadata). These governance improvements led to improved 

understanding of and trust in the data, enabling stronger performance of the data scientists’ 

algorithms.  

The result was a predictive model that enabled more targeted field sales and marketing efforts, 

leading to more efficient use of time, as well as lift in the sales of commercial products.  

i. Data Ingestion: Quickly identifying and attaching to new data sources. Bringing raw data in 

current form to a landing area. 

ii. Data Curation: Taking data through several separate stages to prepare it for use including 

refining and standardizing, categorizing, and applying data quality processes. 

iii. Data Publication: Making data sets securely available to select audiences as part of an enterprise 

catalog. 

iv. Data Use: Consuming data via dashboards and advanced analytic applications or using data 

directly for operational needs. 

v. Governed Data: Using a blend of inside and outside data with the curation and primary keys 

needed to associate the two.  

The Impact of Regulation 

Data privacy regulations are taking effect in the United States patterned after those in Europe. 

The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), which took effect January 2020, includes 

significant financial penalties per individual consumer whose records are used without 

permission. Fines will also apply if data is not eliminated when requested or if other treatments 

that effect data privacy are missed. Part of the regulatory requirements include being able to 
 

4 Demystifying Data Lake Architectures: https://medium.com/@rpradeepmenon/demystifying-data-lake-architecture-30cf4ac8aa07 
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track every instance of a consumer’s record exists, report on it, and control its use inside the 

company. The regulations even govern how partner companies can utilize data provided to 

them.  

Case Study: Telecommunications Company Metadata Management 

A large telecommunications company was challenged with inefficient production of dashboards 

and associated insights from big data across marketing, sales, operations, finance, and other 

functions. Analytics resources spent hours finding and defining data through meetings and 

searching data sources. The size and scope of the data made metadata management 

challenging.  

Unify helped the company develop their process for metadata gathering, designed features of the 

data catalog application and user interface, and created communications to drive adoption of the 

catalog’s metadata. The communications and engagement methods such as data catalog 

introduction meetings, Data Council meetings, coffee chats, quarterly summits, symposiums, 

newsletters, and Slack channels enabled substantive participation from stewards for whom data 

governance was just a small piece of their work responsibilities.  

As use increased, the data catalog improved the efficiency of understanding and using data 

throughout the enterprise. 

Data Governance Has a New Profile to Meet the New Needs 

Agile methodology combined with new tools make data governance fun and interesting! 

Unify uses a methodology we call “Data Governance Light!” There are two driving factors 

behind this approach: 

1. Governance is an investment.  

2. 99% of people hate being “governed.”  

These two facts lead us to drive programs that deliver the least amount of governance that will 

accomplish the goals. Each application of effort in the Data Governance Light programs we help 

implement is measured against return on investment to the business. Data Governance Light 

can be summarized in the following steps, prioritized to the needs of the business/enterprise: 

a) Pick the data domain and business use cases that are most important to achieving the major 

goals of the enterprise as your first area of focus. 

b) Work with the business to find those data elements in that domain that are the most important to 

key business processes and to the creation/revision of entities in that domain, be they customers, 

assets, locations, and/or companies. 

c) Focusing on those important elements (we call them “critical data elements (CDEs), discover 

through interaction with business data subject matter experts (SMEs) any known data quality 

issues that they have to deal with in working with those CDEs. 

d) Measure, through data profiling, the depth and breadth of data quality issues in CDEs and other 

relevant data elements in the data domain. 

e) Devise methods enabled by technology to address those data quality issues and prioritize them 

based on a balance between quick wins and positive impact to the business. 
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f) Form a Data Governance Council made up of a mix of business and IT people who can work part 

time to set standards, policies, and processes to begin to govern the data.  

g) Establish methods and technology for capturing metadata about this data domain, including 

lineage (where it came from and where it resides), business terms, and uses. 

The goal is to have data is that is good enough to deliver the value the company needs from it. 

The needs change over time. Data governance initiatives work best when linked to critical 

initiatives for the company that are supported by well-understood and high-quality data.  

Finally, you want to be able to implement Data Governance Light leveraging the principles and 

methodologies found in Agile. Agile project methodology began as an approach for developing 

software-based products. It’s now expanded to incorporate projects that can be a mix of 

software and functional development in the business. Businesses now benefit from more flexible 

and faster technology and functional development.  

Conclusion 

We have seen that the new expanded uses for data, the growth of big data, and the evolving 

use of data science in products are all demanding new approaches to the implementation of 

data governance. Unify has helped lead client companies in next generation approached called 

Data Governance Light to address this new world of information management. 

 

 

Case Study: Telecommunications Company Regulatory Compliance 

A large telecommunications client sought to be compliant with upcoming CCPA regulations. The 

company realized that their current systems lacked sufficient capabilities to identify the lineage of 

data. Lineage includes data origins and where it moves across systems.  

A Request for Proposal (RFP) was issued. Unify helped identify dozens of criteria needed to 

select the right metadata and lineage solution and measured the tools against these criteria. 

Through the process, it was discovered that the leading metadata tool had lineage capability, 

however there was opportunity for more automation. An additional technology from another 

provider that automatically pulled in technical metadata and lineage was identified and selected. 

Unify also provided change management and communications services to help prepare the 

organization for these new processes and tools.  

Now these two technologies and associated processes are implemented helping the telecom 

become CCPA-compliant. 
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Case Study: Utility Data Governance Growth 

The utility company had tried and failed several times to create traditional enterprise level data 

governance. Urgent safety issues and external factors kept dominating the attention of senior 

management. Long-standing independence of company division operations created additional 

resistance to traditional data governance approaches. Data governance was born in the advanced 

Agile-based product organization where there was a practical need to support new data science-

based products. Unify’s leadership in the formation of ground-up early data governance efforts 

was starting to bear fruit. 

As the need for safety became a priority for senior management, the capabilities of these new 

products to provide more accurate information drew new attention and support to the data 

governance efforts of this product organization. The business began to join with the focus and 

early success of these early data governance efforts. Now ground-up data governance is evolving 

to division-level support and involvement. 

Unify is helping lead the utilization of new tools that are dedicated to data governance including 

the creation and operation of a searchable enterprise data catalogs, the creation and storage of 

metadata for every data element worth the effort, and the ability to measure progress across a 

wide swath of data governance activities. 

 

Case Study: Telecom  

Unify helped a large telecommunications provider to design and develop user-friendly features for 

its custom-made data catalog. Modern product design principles were applied to develop the 

interface. Features of the catalog app included the ability to discover and consume data, find a 

data definition in business language, understand systems and sources of data, steward the data, 

and triage and troubleshoot system defects. The search functionality was continuously improved 

to enhance the ability to find information. To achieve a 5x increase in usage over the course of a 

year, it was important to cultivate these features through user-centric design approaches. The 

team interviewed stakeholders to identify needs, created user segments and personas to 

differentiate user needs, and prioritized features for development. By using side-by-sides with 

prototypes of the user interface the team was able to continuously increase usability and 

associated adoption. 

Clearly defined success metrics are important for alignment across teams and continued support 

from the organization.  

The telecommunications company developed a data governance organization, data stewardship 

processes and roles, and a data catalog to collect and provide metadata to the organization. To 

measure progress and report progress to leadership, the team developed a set of goals and 

metrics including:  

a) 100% metadata collection for new data  

b) Reach 300 return visits per month to the Data Catalog  

c) Standardize 25 Critical Data Elements per month 

Progress on these goals were shared through reporting dashboards. These goals and tracking 
helped to provide a direction for data governance efforts and ensured alignment of work activities. 



 

 

Case Study: Utility Provider Data Governance Light 

A large utility provider needed to reduce serious risks from equipment malfunction, however, it 

was struggling with poor data quality for its electrical grid assets (including equipment type, age, 

geo-location, etc.). The poor quality led to mis-categorization of risk levels and missed 

maintenance procedures of equipment and assets due to inaccurate equipment locations in the 

data. The utility struggled to effectively prioritize its maintenance efforts to reduce failure rates. 

Unify helped the utility get started by focusing data governance efforts on addressing asset 

domain data issues to better enable this key program. Critical data elements (CDEs) were 

identified that were most important to the effort. The data quality risks for each of the CDEs were 

documented and prioritized. All this activity occurred within Agile teams to focus and track effort, 

rather than on an initiative that attempted to solve data governance for the entire enterprise. The 

utility was able to improve its maintenance efforts based on the initiative saving cost due to 

reduced equipment malfunction risk.  

Like other Agile programs, standing data governance up is about prioritization, best effort, and 

bite-sized goals that will fit into two to three-week sprints with measurable progress taking place in 

each. The traditional approach to setting up data governance maintains you must first obtain top 

management support and buy-in from the business to achieve the momentum needed to succeed. 

While these sources of support are very important, in an Agile world, a project-based bottom-up 

approach can yield results even when this support does not yet exist. Instead, these projects can 

be run as proofs of concept to build value and acceptance across key players in the organization.  

Early Results: 

a) Four product teams are now incorporating Data Governance Light activities as part of 
their Agile product development sprints. 

b) Three of four product teams are utilizing the data governance tool Collibra to capture 
CDEs, data quality issues, and metadata about all the relevant data elements. 

c) Word of success of these practices is getting out to other business units, and there are 
requests from others to get access to Collibra to review the data sets assembled for the 
different products. 

d) For the first time, a leader in the business has been selected to manage assets, 
including asset data. They are devising a more formal program, drawing upon the early 
learnings and success of this Agile Data Governance Light proof of concept. 
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